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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to explore the relationship between two research topics:
digital scholarship and faculty development. The former topic drives attention on
academics’ new practices in digital, open and networked contexts; the second is
focused on the requirements and strategies to promote academics’ professional
learning and career advancement. The research question addressing this study is:
are faculty development strategies hindered by the lack of a cohesive view in the research
on digital scholarship? The main assumption guiding this research question is that clear
conceptual frameworks and models of professional practice lead to effective faculty
development strategies. Through a wide overview of the evolution of both digital
scholarship and faculty development, followed by a conceptual analysis of the
intersections between fields, the paper attempts to show the extent on which the
situation in one area (digital scholarship) might encompass criticalities for the other
(faculty development) in terms of research and practices. Furthermore, three scenarios
based on the several perspectives of digital scholarship are built in order to explore the
research question in depth. We conclude that at the current state of art the relationship
between these two topics is weak. Moreover, the dialogue between digital
scholarship and faculty development could put the basis to forge effective
professional learning contexts and instruments, with the ultimate goal of supporting
academics to become digital scholars towards a more open and democratic vision
of scholarship.

Keywords: Digital scholarship, Information science, Educational technology,
Interdiscipline, Open science

Introduction
The concept of Digital Scolarship was coined early in the 2000 decade to

characterize the scholars’ professional practices linked to digital environments and

tools (Andersen & Trinkle, 2004; Ayers, 2004).

While it has been defined generally as the use of digital evidence, methods of inquiry,

research, publication and preservation to achieve scholarly and research goals (Rumsey,

2011 cited on Wikipedia), a first exploration of the literature yields hundreds of

definitions that make the issue to appear elusive. The terms adopted span from

e-scholarship (Borgman, 2008), digital scholarship (Costa, 2013; Pearce, Weller,

Scanlon, & Kinsley, 2010; Scanlon, 2014; Weller, 2012), networked scholarship
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(Quan-Haase, Suarez, & Brown, 2014; B. E. Stewart, 2015a; Veletsianos &

Kimmons, 2012b), open scholarship (Garnett & Ecclesfield, 2012; George Veletsianos,

2015) and research 2.0. (Esposito, 2017; Oliveira et al., 2017). Moreover, the above men-

tioned terms often refer to different research issues and problems, like the cyberinfras-

tructures’ affordances endowing scholars to become more “digital’’, like institutional

repositories supporting Open Access (Borgman, 2007; Cox, 2016); or the uses and prac-

tices linked to open and social media as Facebook and Twitter as a mean to become a

“social and networked” scholar (Manca & Ranieri, 2016; Veletsianos, 2012; George

Veletsianos & Kimmons, 2016). The underlying values motivating these studies are also

diversified: while some of them advocate for the need of opening up science, paying par-

ticular attention to the public nature of science and its products (Den Besten, David, &

Schroeder, 2010; Pontika, Knoth, Cancellieri, & Pearce, 2015), others focus the scholars’

struggle against power within the academia and their attempts to shape the own profes-

sional identity (Costa, 2014; Hildebrandt & Couros, 2016). Furthermore, the nature of

openness in science as the emerging paradigm for scholars to communicate and connect

to the external world beyond the “academic ivory tower”, has been found to be based on

several schools of thought (Fecher & Friesike, 2013). More recently, a systematic review of

the literature and a study on bibliometric maps (Raffaghelli, Cucchiara, Manganello, &

Persico, 2016a) led the authors to conclude that within the topic of digital scholarship

there are several disciplines that contribute with scarce awareness of their specific meth-

odological approaches and the underlying conceptual frameworks adopted.

If the concept of Digital Scholarship is fuzzy and covers in a fragmented way different

phenomena, we can expect this problem to impact not only on further research, but

also over the applied science. Of particular interest is the case of faculty development,

namely, the pedagogies that could address professional learning processes to know, to

do and to become a digital scholar. Scholars’ professional learning has been character-

ized by another convergent field of research and practice, namely, faculty development.

In fact, faculty development can be defined as the practices and environments

promoting scholars’ skills to advance in their careers, to perform their role with quality

and excellence, and to innovate within their contexts of professional engagement

(Boyer, 1990; Braxton, Luckey, & Helland, 2002). However, effective faculty

development has as main requirement a good recognition of contents and methods for

professional learning (Grover, K. S. Walters. S. R. C, 2016), something that Digital

Scholarship could not be able of providing at its current state of advancement.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to explore the relationship between two research

topics: digital scholarship and faculty development, attempting to show a) the rather

unexplored and intuitive relationships between the two fields and b) the way in which these

missed connections could affect further research and practices addressing professional

development for digital scholarship. Hence, the article attempts strengthen the dialogue

between digital scholarship and faculty development as the base to forge effective profes-

sional learning contexts and instruments, with the ultimate goal of supporting academics to

become digital scholars towards a more open and democratic vision of scholarship.

Methodological approach
Emerging topics of research require elaboration in order to configure constructs that

give place to further empirical research. In social sciences and within them in
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educational research we frequently assist to scientific interests growing over the basis

of changing societal conditions and problems. These give birth to case studies,

exploratory research and/or best practices studies, and hence, to more structured,

experimental approaches (Gorard, 2004; Gorard & Cook, 2007). Instead, the

exploration of research topics through several forms of literature review bring light on

the directions of advancement of a research topic or field (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006).

In the cases where the topic is new or requires interdisciplinary attention, conceptual

overviews of the topics under analysis followed by critical and reflective discussion can

put the basis for more specific interventions aimed at formalizing frameworks,

methods, and constructs to be empirically explored (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). In line

with this, the current article undertakes a conceptual analysis addressed by the

following research question: are faculty development strategies hindered by the lack of a

cohesive view in the research on digital scholarship? The main assumption guiding this

research question is that clear conceptual frameworks and models of professional

practice (in digital scholarship) will lead to effective faculty development strategies (for

digital scholarship). The conceptual analysis is carried out through three steps with

their set of specific research questions:

a) The evolution and current state of digital scholarship as research topic. The

main research question are faculty development strategies hindered by the lack of

a cohesive view in the research on digital scholarship? is here explored through

the subsidiary question is the current state of research on digital scholarship

fragmentary? The answer is provided through the overview of the literature and

aims at understanding how digital scholarship has evolved as topic of research, and

to observe if (as we assumed) this evolution has been fragmentary. We will build on

the work of Raffaghelli et al. (2016), that identified three main disciplinary

perspectives of research on digital scholarship: Information Sciences and

cyberinfrastructures, Digital Humanities, and Professional networked learning.

We will analyse these three perspectives, from their conceptual foundations to the

current trends of research to see whether there is a fragmentary composition.

b) The evolution and current state of faculty development as research topic.

The main research question is here explored through the subsidiary question how

is faculty development defined in the research and which are the requirements for

effective faculty development practices? The answer is provided through the

overview of the literature and aims at understanding the potential gaps that a

fragmented vision of digital scholarship could left uncovered. An important

assumption here is that the research advancements on digital scholarship are a

crucial element to configure the ideal scenarios of professional performance and

the approaches to implement professional development on the issue.

c) The analysis of intersections between the two research topics. The main

research question is here explored through the subsidiary question how the

fragmentary vision of digital scholarship could influence faculty development? The

answer is provided through a critical discussion integrated with three scenarios of

faculty development based on the several perspectives of digital scholarship. The

scenarios should bring concrete elements to deepen on the assumptions made

through the previous overview of the literature.
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In the conclusions, the overview and the connected discussion are wrapped up with

remarks for future research and practices.

The research on Digital Scholarship: separated worlds

Digital scholarship disserved increasing interest from the research community of librar-

ians from the beginning of 2000 along with the various transformations that library ser-

vices faced through their progressive digitalization. Since the librarians had constantly

collaborated with scholars in both searching scientific information as well as in cata-

loguing and supporting the visibility of scholarly results for career purposes, the topic

was easily perceived as research problem (J. Cox, 2016; Zhao, 2014). Moreover, the

Open Access movement gave an impressive input to librarianship to reflect on the own

practices and services, that was immediately transferred to academics’ practices. Digital

scholarship in this field was defined as Building a digital collection of information for

further study and analysis, creating appropriate tools for collection-building, creating

appropriate tools for the analysis and study of collections, using digital collections and

analytical tools to generate new intellectual products, creating authoring tools for these

new intellectual products, either in traditional forms or in digital form (Palmer &

Cragin, 2008, p.196). Most contributions from Information and Library sciences em-

phasized the problems of librarians to support scholars' understanding and use of

digital textual and multimedia collections; as well as the way scholars could enhance

digital infrastructures to facilitate the academic endeavour (from searching documents

to collaborate with other scholars). Last, but not least, the debate focused the way

scholars could adopt digital facilities provided by libraries to increase reputation (An-

dersen, 2003; Holliman, 2010; Quigley, Neely, Parkolap, & Groom, 2013; Zhao, 2014).

This concern about infrastructures developed hand in hand with the debate on Open

Access (Den Besten et al., 2010; Suber, 2009). The need of opening up science seemed

to be in transition towards the fully accessible, public and participatory concept of sci-

ence in and for society, where the initial concept of eScience (e for electronic) was de-

veloping into Open Science with its impact on scholarship (Ren, 2013). Research in this

field also built on scientometrics to study power relationships, reputation and visibility

of science, since the pioneering works of De Solla Price (1963), praised by the sociolo-

gists of science Merton and Garfield, (1986). In fact, the method showed through

mathematical and statistical principles the relationships in science early studied by

Merton (1942 [1979]). This important contribution was translated into the current

trend analysing not only the power influences and the processes of reputation building

through traditional citation networks (obtained through traditional, paid publishers and

scientific databases); but also through the Open Access publications and repositories,

the open web, and more recently by social media platforms, building emergent metrics

or altmetrics (Roemer & Borchardt, 2012). The altmetrics should support new

reputation mechanisms for scholars (Jamali, Nicholas & Herman, 2016) and new ways

of developing collaboration and trust (Jamali et al., 2014) towards a more open and

democratic concept of science and beyond “the invisible college” (a concept adopted by

De Solla Price, quoted by Valente, 2003). However most debates in this area remained

disconnected to a critical perspective for scientists’ professional learning to be

introduced to a fair-minded digital, networked and open science. The deep debate
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enacted by De Solla Price went far from research exploring more or less naïve

approaches to organizing and delivering digital services for scholars (in the best of cases

connected to Open Access, but in most cases inevitably linked to digitalized but still

traditional science).

Furthermore, the problems in this area were soundly conceptualized by Christine

Borgman (2007) in her influential book “Scholarship in the Digital Age: Information,

Infrastructure and the Internet”. In Borgman’s contribution, the concept of digital

scholarship was in tight connection with the debate about cyberinfrastructures

supporting new forms of doing research and science, namely, eResearch and eScience,

with the progressive digitalization of institutional infrastructures and the expected

impact on scholars’ practices to deal with information and communication processes,

but went beyond these services to critically think how these cyberinfrastructures could

reshape scholarly practices and production. Borgman’s work doubtlessly arose from the

deep-rooted information science field. However, she was critical with regard to the risks

of technological determinism, namely, thinking of technological platforms as the only

influencers of human behaviour and organizational change. The sociotechnical studies

played a highly important role in this case (Borgman, 2007, p.42-43) by pushing her in

an opposite, new direction with regard to the information sciences trend (analyzing

infrastructure’s building and the users’ experiences within them). As Borgman

explained: Librarianship tends to focus on methods of constructing organizational tools

that reflect the world in the most authoritative manner, while recognizing that no

organizational tool is static. Rather, it must be updated continuously, via consensus

process, to maintain its currency and relevance. Sociotechnical studies, in contrast, tend

to focus on how these representational tools construct the world, and how they both

facilitate and constrain behavior (Borgman, 2007, p.43). She accomplished, in this

sense, a first effort in a cross-disciplinary direction, bridging the debate on cyberinfras-

tructures with professional practice and institutional development.

In sum, the evolution of research in this field went in the direction of analysing the

affordances and usage of cyberinfrastructures for the research flow as part of a scien-

tific information life cycle (Borgman, 2007, p.229; Hernon, 1994): filtering/accessing,

creating/using, modifying/authoring, indexing/organizing, storing/retrieving, distribut-

ing/networking the results of research as digital objects containing scientific informa-

tion, and doing so across traditional cyberinfrastructures, open access repositories or

social media. However, another strand within this disciplinary field attempted to

analyse how scholars build trust, collaboration and reputation studying metrics based

mostly on cross-citations and surveys.

In close connection with information sciences and library studies, a second strand of

research emerged within the humanities in the cross-over with digital technologies,

opening to a new field of research, that of “digital humanities”(Terras, Nyhan, &

Vanhoutte, 2013). As Terras et al. pointed out Digital Humanities as a term (…)

provides a big tent for all digital scholarship in the humanities (2013, p.140). The

scholars connected to this perspective worked intensely to define the boarders of theory

and practices as a field of research (Unsworth, 2013), embraced the new forms of repre-

sentation of cultural heritage, including history, arts and literature through the digital

medium (Bentkowska-Kafel, 2013; Gardiner & Musto, 2015; Kaltenbrunner, 2015).

Moreover, the term encompassed the debate connected to the changing research
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methods and required professionalism in the humanities along an interdisciplinary

dialogue with digital technologies (Klein, 2015). In sum, digital humanities seemed to

be at the cross-over of the debate about digital scholarship, adding its “unease” but also

providing clear examples of practice of digital scholarship (Flanders, 2013).

A last strand connected to the academics’ professional learning and identity in the

digital era emerged in tight connection with the educational technologies’ research, by

about 2010. The interest in the matter of digital scholarship spread in this research area

since scholars contributing to it were interested in the complexities of the technological

uptake by institutions and the users as socio-cultural shift encompassing professional

practices, the connected learning ecologies and the impacts on professional identity

(Pearce et al., 2010). Within this field the research was focused on scholars’ struggle to

do (practices) and to be (identity) in the changing context of higher education. In fact,

scholars’ were somehow pushed (in rather conflictive and contradictory ways) to keep

the pace of innovations based on digital, open and networked contexts (Goodfellow,

2014; Scanlon, 2014; Weller, 2011). The conundrum of opening up science and educa-

tion was thereby faced through the exploration of professional learning as process

through which the scholar undergoes in her effort to be more open, more digital or

more networked (Goodfellow, 2014). Moreover, the focus of research shifted from the

objective usage of cyberinfrastructures to understand how the technological affordances

might create new scenarios for practice encompassing a deontological reflection (Costa,

2014; Scanlon, 2014; Veletsianos & Kimmons, 2012b). This approach aligned indeed with

socio-technical studies going beyond technological determinism (Pearce et al., 2010).

For this group of researchers, the research problems relating Digital Scholarship were

mostly connected with the adoption of unconventional cyberinfrastructures like social

media to do and share research –social scholarship- (Greenhow & Gleason, 2014;

Manca & Ranieri, 2016a; Veletsianos, 2012); the collaboration between researchers to

co-create content in more fluid processes of work that connect research with inter-

disciplinary interactions, teaching and dissemination (Garnett & Ecclesfield, 2012;

Veletsianos & Kimmons, 2012a); engaging public audiences in the making of science,

by extending the forms of participation along the research process (Grand, Wilkinson,

Bultitude, & Winfield, 2012). The whole debate was connected to the need to improve

scholars’ literacy to participate in digital, networked and open contexts of scholarship

(Goodfellow & Lea, 2013; Veletsianos & Kimmons, 2012b). Moreover, in this research

community it was possible to observe a strong reference to Boyer’s model (Boyer, 1990)

on the academic profession. In fact, the need for reconsidering the academic profession

has been an issue for research since Boyer’s “new priorities for the professoriate” in the

‘90s (Boyer, Moser, Ream, & Braxton, 2015; Teichler, Arimoto, & Cummings, 2013).

Boyer pointed out that a new scholarship should be based in four functions:

Discovering (creating new knowledge through research), Integration (interaction across

disciplinary lines to construct new research approaches to social problems), Application

(transacting with the society to use academic knowledge), Teaching (use academic

knowledge to educate future generations of practitioners and scholars). Therefore,

Digital Scholarship’s perspective for this group (see for example Greenhow & Gleason,

2014; Weller, 2011) showed that Boyer’s 4 dimensions were being accelerated and

transformed by: a) openness in both science and the research activities, b) open

learning and teaching; c) networking, as the new professional ways of collaboration
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across geographical and institutional frontiers based on the affordances provided by

social networks and the Web 2.0. However, in spite of the interconnectedness between

digitality with openness and networking, digital practices rather follow traditional

schemes (Goodfellow, 2014). For Esposito (2013), scholarly practices are caught in the

middle of being digital/open or traditional, aligning this conception with the visitors/

residents’ idea of using digital tools or living within digital spaces (White & Cornu, A.

Le, 2011). For Costa (2014) scholars are reinventing themselves online along different

episodes of “outcasts on the inside” for deploying professional identity as digital scholar

come at a price. As she expresses “The difference between the field and the habitus

individuals bring to it leads to misrecognition of practice… ambivalence between the

university world and research participants’ intellectual journeys results is a disjoined

sens of identity and predisposition to symbolic revolutions” (Costa, op.cit. 207).

Moreover, Stewart (2015) equates traditional practices to doing research in a “scarce

context” whereas “…In the process of using, sharing, and contributing to this abundant

and ever-renewing body of resources and ideas, scholars become more visible to each

other and their areas of interest more legible”.

With regard to the methodological approaches in this field, while there were also

extensive studies covering the way scholars adopted social media through surveys

(Manca & Ranieri, 2017), most studies in this field were based on qualitative methods

observing and making thick descriptions and narratives on scholars’ forms of

approaching open social media, particularly blogging (Kjellberg, 2014) and micro-

blogging with Twitter (Stewart, 2015; Veletsianos, 2012; Veletsianos & Kimmons,

2016). Some of these studies adopted critical and post-structural theoretical frame-

works like Bourdieu’s habitus (Costa, 2013, 2014) Foucault’s “power and technologies

of the self” (Hildebrandt & Couros, 2016), or Bakhtin’s “chronotopes” (Esposito, Sangrà,

& Maina, 2013) aiming at showing how transition from tradition and the science in the

“ivory tower” is in open and painful contradiction with the making of the scholar’s

identity as open, networked and digital.

To sum up, this research strand focused not only how the scholars behave in the

digital, networked and open contexts of practice, but it worked out the tensions and

contradictions that lead academics to act creatively to align values and practices within

the making of their professional identity.

We must mention at this point cross-fertilization between trends. The first one

regards the highly cited work of Boyer, which has been extensively adopted as model of

scholarship. Almost all consulted studies in the field of educational technologies

elaborate on Boyer’s model, starting from Weller’s work (2011); a good number of

papers from the information science area take into consideration this author

(Raffaghelli et al., 2016). Another author that we should recognize as “boundary

crossing” is surely Borgman (2007) whose influencial work (mentioned above) has

introduced the problem of digital scholarship for information sciences but also

acknowledged the socio-technical studies as another perspective explaining the creative

relationship between scholars and cyerinfrastructures. Building on the concept of

“literacies” for the digital university, Goodfellow, (2013) makes Borgman (2007) and

Weller (2011) to dialogue, in an attempt to understand the concepts emerging from

these two works to define digital and academic literacies. More recently, the topic of

professional identity studied in the field of educational technologies has been
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connected to reputation (Stewart, 2014; G. Veletsianos & Stewart, 2016); and from the

side of information science studies reputational mechanisms have been analysed under

the lens of Boyer’s model for professional development.

However, there are tensions that a more interdisciplinary and cohesive approach

could solve. For example, the value of social media platforms to promote new forms of

communicate science and of opening science in more participatory and informal ways,

that is often assumed in many of the educational technologists’ works is highly

contested by many groups of librarians. These lasts see social media platforms and their

business models as potentially hazardous for a public and democratic science.

Moreover, this last group point out the unfair competition social media (with their

appealing and user-friendly interface) generate against institutional repositories as

public funded and hence safer for public dissemination of science (Hall, 2015).

Wrapping up, the depicted situation let us only recognize the peak of the iceberg,

understanding some of the research subtopics and problems, the methodological

approaches and the disciplinary contributions within the broad issue of digital

scholarship. However, the analysis of the literature in an attempt to characterize the

three strands of research shows that the connections between the several perspectives

are still far from come into being.

The undefined panorama of DS and its impact on faculty development

Understanding Faculty development

Faculty development has been frequently adopted to refer to all sort of educators

engaged in higher education, particularly at undergraduate level. The term was coined

to characterize teaching skills’ frameworks as well as the strategies to develop them

within the professional context and along professional life cycle. While it became a

standalone area of research and practice, it evolved hand in hand with the deep debate

on teachers’ professional development (TPD) of any educational level and the perceived

need of continuously support their processes of professionalization (Hendriks, Luyten,

Scheerens, Sleegers, & Steen, 2010; Twining, Raffaghelli, Albion, & Knezek, 2013).

Moreover, a high number of contributions in the field came from the research area of

medical education (Steinert et al., 2016). The topics covered within studies on faculty

development regarded mainly the effectiveness of professional development programs

(Centra, 1978; Simon & Pleschová, 2013) analysing not only the academics’ perceptions

and effective changes on their professional practices but also on students’ learning

(Guskey & Yoon, 2009).

The analysis focused differentially duration, format, or target group of the several

faculty development actions (Stes, Min-Leliveld, Gijbels, & Van Petegem, 2010). The

strategies related mainly specific skills development like internationalization and

intercultural education, management, curriculum development, quality teaching,

teaching innovations, or online teaching; but also covered professional development

methods like workshops, problem-based learning, professional networks, action

research and reflection on practice (Amundsen & Wilson, 2012).

Within this context, the problem of scholars’ skills and literacies needed to work

within digital spaces has become a specific area of interest. An impressive amount of

literature mainly analysed faculty development for online teaching (Meyer, 2014)
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exploring the barriers and enablers of elearning (Singh & Hardaker, 2014). Recently,

frameworks for professional development relating to open education have been

proposed (Nascimbeni & Burgos, 2016). However, the majority of studies in faculty

development in general and in the area of online teaching specifically have been

criticized by the lack of theoretical or conceptual frameworks on professional learning

underpinning practice (Webster-Wright, 2009). In this regards, there have been few

exceptions citing adult learning theories like those of transformative learning by

Mezirow, andragogy by Knowles, or reflective practice by Argyris & Schon (Webster-

Wright, 2009, Amundsen & Wilson, 2012; Meyer, 2014). Moreover, the outcome vs.

the process approach in the reviewed literature could be deemed uneven. Some

studies focus the skills’ acquisition or the students’ achievements as proof of

effectiveness (Bahar-Ozvaris, Aslan, Sahin-Hodoglugil, & Sayek, 2004; Cole et al.,

2004), other focus on the process of active professional learning as part of

changing practices, and a last group consider how the new professional skills could

modify the professional and organizational context, being the academics social and

situated learners (Boud, 1999; Cox, 2004).

For Amundsen and Wilson (2012) the right questions to address faculty development

are How are educational development practices designed? and What is the thinking

underpinning the design of educational development practice? (Amundsen & Wilson,

2012, p.91). We should consider at this point that the lack of a vision able of answering

these two questions is the main problem not only to design a program for professional

learning, but also to understand whether the achievements envisaged by a professional

development programme took place. As Evans explained, whilst professional culture

may be interpreted as shared ideologies, values and general ways of and attitudes to

working […] professionalism seems generally to be seen as the identification and

expression of what is required and expected of members of a profession (Evans, 2008, p.7).

Professional development requires hence the acknowledgement of a professional

culture within an institutional culture of development, as dynamic and lifelong learning

process of the individual towards a community. To this regard, the efforts to train

professionals are based on an overarching, big picture of a professional area, which

encompasses practices and a professional identity. This way of conceiving professional

learning implies at operational level complex systems, based on the following

dimensions:

1. A framework of competences and scenarios of expertise with middle stages of

development (from novice to expert), that are closely connected not only with the

developmental processes within the organization but also the society;

2. institutional strategies and policies connected to developmental processes within

the organization, that in time acknowledge the existence of embedded professional

communities with their values, identity and practices (Vescio, Ross, & Adams, 2008;

Wenger, 1999);

3. environments, resources and activities that taking into consideration this

organizational background would enable professional learners to self-direct their

own learning interests, opening to opportunities to reflect and have these efforts

recognized by a system (Dircking Homfeld, Jones, & Lindstrom, 2005; Pataraia,

Margaryan, Falconer, & Littlejohn, 2013);
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4. showcase areas, namely, the possibility of showing the concrete results of

professional learning: if it is connected to concrete processes to innovate practices, it

should lead to new products, reflections, ideas. In the case of teaching, this is clearly

connected to the models of action research, where design-based experiments are

conducted in order to support experiential learning on specific teaching techniques.

Discussion: the missed dialogue between Digital Scholarship and Faculty Development

The brief exploration of the literature on digital scholarship and faculty development

conducted hitherto should establish the conditions to discuss the research question are

faculty development strategies hindered by the lack of a cohesive view in the research on

digital scholarship? Indeed, our exploration of the literature disclose two order of

problems relating how the advancements in digital scholarship are (or could) inform

professional development research and practices needed to become a digital scholar.

The first problem is that the research on faculty development to achieve digital skills

for the academic profession have been mainly focused on online teaching (McKee,

Johnson, Ritchie, & Tew, 2013). In spite of the importance of open education and

elearning for the movement of educational technologies, digital scholarship is a far

more complex practice, as the same authors of the mentioned perspective have pointed

out. Just as example, on the basis of the revisited DIAT model of Boyer, Weller (2011)

pointed out the importance of new forms of academic communication through

blogging and social networks between research and teaching as two areas of practice

with blurring boarders. Furthermore, the online teaching issue is almost inexistent in

the first perspective on digital scholarship (information sciences), which focus is mainly

research and the scientific communication to the scientific community or the wider

public, as we showed earlier. Moreover, the overwhelming information about faculty

development on the area of online teaching seems to be in contradiction with the fact

that doing research is allegedly the primary endeavour for scholars and the main

element for careers’ advancement. Seemingly, the lack of attention of faculty

development to digital research skills or discovery in Boyer’s terms could be explained

by a rather pragmatic approach of professional learning where the scholars achieve the

specific professional skills through highly informal activities. In fact, it is the same

expertise on a research domain that guides the self-recognition of skills’ gap and the

associated learning activities and resources required to fulfil the professional learning

needs. The fact mentioned above are clearly underlining a clear disconnection between

faculty development and digital scholarship.

The second problem goes in the opposite direction, from the research on digital

scholarship to the issue of faculty development. It regards the fact that the research on

the former topic has not considered yet the problem of designing, deploying and

evaluating professional development towards the skills and processes required to

become (act and being) a digital scholar, a focus that would bridge research on the two

issues under analysis here.

As Raffaghelli, Cucchiara, Manganello, and Persico (2015) pointed out, a close look

to studies analysing digital scholarship shows that most of them are based on

observational approaches that explore and observe existing practices, reporting

objective data or phenomenological or narrative accounts on what it is. Moreover, most
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studies build on more or less acknowledged values on scholarship (towards more open

and digitalized practices) but they just show a current picture and eventually point out

the criticalities and conflicts of trying to be a digital scholar in the middle of traditional

systems. With no interventionist studies, both experimental or design-based research that

take into consideration an initial framework, device or model to be tested, it is clear that

the directions for practice are uncertain. In this vein, the same authors explored a more

evident question, namely “how many studies on digital scholarship considered professional

development on the topic?” The findings showed a situation where very few studies

considered specific instructions for professional development (subject areas, the stage

professional development (9% of studies), general approaches to adopt digital tools for

research and teaching (20%) and design and testing of a model of professional

development for Digital Scholarship not considered at all (71%) (Raffaghelli et al., p.14).

More recently, the studies have started to make proposals relating to frameworks of

practice and eventually competence, like academic microblogging (Heap & Minocha,

2012), reputation building (Nicholas & Herman, 2016) or the adoption of open datasets

as open educational resources (Atenas, Havemann, & Priego, 2015). A first

comprehensive effort to build a theoretical and operational framework of competences

for young researchers has been offered by Ranieri (2014). However, her attempt was

based on an initial reflection on initial training required to do research. Therefore, a

comprehensive framework that analyses scholarship as lifelong learning endeavour and

as professional area integrated by diversified activities beyond teaching or research and

hence based on shared values and a broad vision of what being a digital scholar and

practicing digital scholarship is, is still missed.

Having said this, we could now attempt to answer the second subsidiary question,

how the fragmentary vision of digital scholarship influences incomplete practices in

faculty development?, drafting three scenarios of faculty development for digital

scholarship. In order to build the scenarios, we will inspect every perspective on digital

scholarship through the four requirements for effective faculty development: the

framework of competences and scenarios of expertise; the institutional strategies and

policies; the environments, resources and activities and the showcase areas. We will

inform every scenario with the existing (but highly fragmentary and incomplete) literature

relating professional development for the perspective digital scholarship under analysis.

Three scenarios of faculty development for digital scholarship

For the first perspective (Information Sciences), the focus of digital scholarship is

scientific communication, enhanced by digital technologies, and more recently, the

open research practices, participatory science and new modes of disseminating the

scientific work. The main theoretical model of reference to consider professionalism

regards the cycle of scientific communication (Borgman, 2007) and the competent

management of the workflow thereby proposed. If we take into consideration the

European context, only in the recent years several proposals for training researchers to

adopt more actively Open Access have increased. Several European documents address

the need of researchers’ training, that is, opportunities for formal learning on issues like

Open Access, opening up science, open peer-review and open data management and

publication. As a matter of fact, a complete picture of what was conceived as digital
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science was presented within the concept paper digital science at Horizon 2020 by the

DG Connect (European Commission, 2013), where a vision on digital science, a

conceptual framework and a number of operational dimensions guiding also

researchers’ training were considered. Moreover, the communication of the European

Commission (COM 2016 178 final) on the new European cyberinfrastructures

supporting science highlights that necessary action to implement the European Cloud

Initiative is to raise awareness and change incentive structures for academics, industry

and public services to share their data, and improve data management training, literacy

and data stewardship skills (p.6). More recently the High Level Expert Group on

European Science Cloud was created, and in the first report produced by this group

produced the recommendation of training is made repeatedly requested as part of a

strategy to promote more researchers’ engagement and awareness on Open Science

(Ayris et al., 2016). Moreover, in March 2016 at the Futurium space of the DG Connect

for public consultation and debate, a working document on Open Scholarship for the

adoption on eInfrastructures introduced a synthesis on the European Commission’s

endeavour on the matter, claiming for actions to cooperate with the New Skills and

Professions group to design an action plan for training a new generation of scholars and

shaping model policies for career development in Open Scholarship (Matt, 2016).

Finally, in October 2015 the Horizon 2020 workprogramme on Science with and for

Society launched a call to fund projects aiming at training scholars for Open Science

(European Commission Decision, 2016), closed by October 2016. A new generation of

training activities will be promoted through this call, and a framework of reference will

probably developed.

However, the models adopted have their focus on promoting specific competences

rather than an overarching discussion of what it takes to be a digital scholar. In fact, a

framework of competences would be based on the cycle of information science and the

competent adoption open science instruments (open access, open data, open

innovation). With regard to the institutional strategies and policies, in this first scenario

the strategies are to be focused on the promotion of Open Access and Open Science as

new frontiers of scientific communication, hence adopting policies to give value to

open science. The environments, resources and activities required to this endeavour

would be (as it is already) a mix of blended strategies promoted by university libraries

and associations promoting open science; the initiatives would probably emphasize

content (e.g. regulations for Open Access and Open Sciences, differences between

institutional repositories and academic social networks, bibliometrics and altmetrics for

the evaluation of research quality). Finally, for the showcase areas we would expect to

see the products of practices relating open access scientific communication, public and

participatory science, open peer evaluation, etc.

As for the second scenario, based on the perspective of Digital Humanities, the same

evolution of the disciplinary debate on what being a humanist in the digital age means,

has led to the creation of research centres for Digital Humanities (Romero-Frías &

Del-Barrio-García, 2014). The framework of competences and scenarios of professional

expertise are focused on activities of exploring the specific methods of digital humanities

and the methodological debate (particularly ontological) on the nature of digitalized

cultural heritage (Unsworth, 2013). The institutional policies are aimed at opening areas

or centres to promote the development of digital humanities both from the technical
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(software, tools, labs), but also to cultivate the critical perspective on the methodological

evolution of humanities at the cross-over with new computational methods (Klein, 2015).

Therefore, the training activities would (and actually do) emphasize the adoption of

instruments for digitalize or to manipulate digitalized cultural heritage. More recently,

there is also an effort to build international communities sharing digital objects and

discussing the methodological perspectives to their creation and analysis (Borgman, 2015).

The third scenario is based on the advances of research in the field of educational

technologies and professional learning in digital and networked spaces. It mainly refers

to the revisited theoretical DIAT model of Boyer under the light of digital contexts and

instruments; in this model, scholarship is divided into four dimensions of activity. In

spite of this reference, very few frameworks of competence to become and to be an

expert digital scholar have been elaborated. Some of them could be too specifically

related to a tool (i.e. academic blogging, by Heap & Minocha, 2012) or to a dimension

of scholarship (i.e., discovery in the earlier stages of researchers’ professional develop-

ment, by Ranieri, 2014). For this perspective, in fact, the training focus could be

scholars’ professional learning and identity change while dealing with digital, networked

and open contexts of academic practice (Goodfellow, 2014; Pearce et al., 2010).

Institutional strategies in this perspective should enable researchers to adopt informal,

networked communication of an intertwined perspective of research and teaching in

the making. Moreover, open online teaching and digital contents for learning should be

considered in the evaluation of activities for career advancement. A debate on this topic

has been clearly headed by the case of MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses)

(Daniel, Cano, & Gisbert, 2015). As for the environments, resources and training

activities, these would take the form of professional communities to reflect on the new

practices and identity of the digital scholar. In line with this hypothesis, a recent open

course “The Digital Scholar”1 offered by the Open University of the UK over the basis

of Weller’s work discussed the new frontiers of practice for digital scholarship taking

into consideration teaching and learning as part of digital, open and networked

professional practices; in this course an internal simulation of professional networks

through the “OpenStudio” tool showed participants how they were engaged and which

were their contributions semantically organized. In fact, the showcase areas would

probably aim at showing networks of digital scholarship, sharing stories on new

practices, as narratives of what it takes to be a digital scholar is.

The Table 1 synthesize the above hypothesized scenarios of faculty development for

digital scholarship taking into consideration the three perspectives that contribute to

the development of the topic.

Conclusions
In this article the challenge was to understand how the current situation of the research

digital scholarship influences the practices of faculty development. Moreover, the aim

was to show to which extent the lack of a cohesive conception of what it is to practice

digital scholarship and to be a digital scholar hinders faculty development’s strategies.

A careful look at literature highlighted the elusiveness of the concept of digital

scholarship, with several disciplines contributing to the topic with diversified (and

scarcely connected) conceptual frameworks and approaches to research. To this regard

we analysed the literature and considered studies that already pointed out the problem
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of fragmentation in the field of digital scholarship. The next step was to understand

how the weaknesses of research in the first area impact on faculty development as

applied area of research. To this endeavour, we analysed the literature on faculty

development, in an attempt to understand which the dimensions of effectiveness and

quality are. On these basis, we acknowledge four main dimensions for effective

professional development, namely, a framework of competences and scenarios of

expertise with middle stages of development (from novice to expert), that are closely

connected not only with the developmental processes within the organization but also

the society; institutional strategies and policies connected to developmental processes

within the organization, that in time recognize the existence of embedded professional

communities with their values, identity and practices; environments, resources and

activities that taking into consideration this organizational background enable

professional learners to self-direct own learning interests, opening to opportunities to

reflect and have these efforts recognized by a system; showcase areas where is possible

for the professional learner to present the concrete results of innovative practices and

ideas cultivated along the process of professional learning.

At this point, the assumption that a lack of cohesive views of what it is a digital

scholar, as professional profile and connected practices and values, would hinder clear

action taking for professional development was clearly supported by the literature. Mov-

ing forward to get further evidence in this direction, we introduced three scenarios of

faculty development for digital scholarship. The three scenarios were based on the

Table 1 Scenarios of faculty development for digital scholarship

Dimensions of faculty
development

Disciplines contributing to the perspectives on digital scholarship

Information sciences Digital humanities Educational technologies

Framework of
competences and
scenarios of expertise
focused on…

… The cycle of scientific
communication,
encompassing open
research practices,
participatory science and
new modes of disseminating
the scientific work.

… Specific methods of
digital humanities and the
methodological debate
(particularly ontological) on
the nature of digitalized
cultural heritage

… Building a professional
identity as digital scholars
while dealing with digital,
networked and open
contexts of academic
practice (including research
and teaching).

Institutional strategies
and policies for…

… Promoting Open Access
and Open Science as new
frontiers of scientific
communication.

… Opening areas or centres
to promote the development
of digital humanities both
from the technical (software,
tools, labs) and the
methodological point
of view.

… Enabling researchers to
adopt informal, networked
communication of an
intertwined perspective of
research and teaching.

Environments,
resources and activities
as…

… A mix of blended
(online and face-to-face),
active and flexible
approaches with emphasis
on content like: Regulations
for Open Access and Open
Sciences, differences
between institutional
repositories and academic
social networks, bibliometrics
and altmetrics for the
evaluation of research
quality), etc.

… A mix of blended active
and flexible approaches
with emphasis on the
adoption of instruments for
digitalize or to manipulate
digitalized cultural heritage,
as well as communities for
the methodological debate.

… A mix of blended and
flexible approaches with
emphasis on building
professional communities
to reflect on the new
practices and identity of
the digital scholar.

Showcase areas for… … Showing the products
of practices (open access
scientific communication).

… Showing the products
of practices (digitalized
cultural heritage).

… Sharing stories on new
practices, as narratives of
what it takes to be a
digital scholar.
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three diverse perspectives in this last area. We could observe that a sectorial

perspective on the scholar’s professional activity would encompass a limited vision on

the type of contents, skills and products of training, against a broader debate of what

being a digital scholar is. In fact, the first and second scenario were highly specific

when coming to tools and institutional strategies, but they missed an overall picture on

the professional identity forged through participation within open science and digital

humanities. Instead, the third scenario was less punctual in connecting the reflections

of digital scholarship with technical tools and infrastructures, giving excessive value to

social media and networks where in other cases (information sciences) their adoption

has raised polemics. The three scenarios let us envisage the goals of professional develop-

ment for digital scholarship as improving innovation in the use of digital tools, becoming

networked professionals and adopting a consistent code of conduct relating opening up

research and education. The way they focus contents and activities as well as the specific

competences envisaged for the professional profile are diversified and even conflicting in

some cases. Moreover, there was no agreement on the overall profile of a digital scholar,

with little attention to teaching in the first and second perspective against the importance

given to this activity in the third.

To achieve a broader picture of digital scholarship, the existing and frequently used

framework Boyer’s DIAT model relating the academic profession, should become more

dynamic (considering levels of professional learning spanning from the novice to the

expert) and better integrate with research on the definition of a framework considering

researchers’ workflow and the types of production along the scientific information life

cycle for Open Science, as it is the main focus of the information science; as well as the

research on scholars’ reputation and identity. Finally, a connection between the

methods and approaches to online teaching analysed by the research on faculty

development could be the base to discuss methodological approaches for the overall

development strategies for digital scholarship. It seems not the case to replace models

like Boyer’s one, revisited in several studies on open and social scholarship like those

carried out by Veletsianos (2012, 2014, 2016), but to integrate and enrich it to make it

become a complete taxonomy or even a pedagogical ontology encompassing contents,

activities, learning goals and encompassed outcomes, and tools for evaluation and

recognition of competences.

The remarks for future research that ensue are connected to three main concerns

arising from the need of creating a more cohesive view of digital scholarship bridging

faculty development. The three issues are: interdisciplining research in digital scholar-

ship, adopting new interventionist methodological approaches and building a more

comprehensive framework for professional development.

As for the interdisciplinary approach to research in digital scholarship, the immediate

advantage would be the cross-fertilization of models on scholarship in the new digital

open and networked contexts of knowledge. In fact, interdisciplinarity emerged as the

approach leading the effort to understand how consolidated disciplines could collaborate

and to explore the effectiveness of this collaboration (Klein, 1996; Nissani, 1997)

Transnational, European and national research agencies are starting to consider and to

support interdisciplinary research since it has been connected to innovation and respon-

siveness to social problems (Moran, 2010). Despite the advantages, researchers still thrive

to engage in interdisciplinary projects since career advancement and research projects’
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evaluation are based on traditional disciplinary perspectives (Leahey, Beckman, & Stanko,

2015; Rons, 2011); this is a fact that we could appreciate in our initial description of the

three disciplinary traditions that study digital scholarship. The fact is maybe due to the

way technology has evolved: from one side, the technological development of tools,

environments and interfaces requires the participation of math, computer science,

engineering, etc.; however, the technological uptake is a social and cultural phenomenon

that requires the engagement of sociology, anthropology, psychology and educational

sciences. The relationships between these several worlds raise not only specific

methodological issues, but also epistemological questions like the need of overcoming

technological determinism and the socio-material perspective (Fenwick, 2010). As a

matter of fact, in the specific case of educational technologies, an hybrid area by

definition, Conole, Scanlon, Mundin, & Farrow, 2010 p. 10) highlighted that …It is evident

that interdisciplinarity is a core feature of TEL (technology-enhanced learning) research.

However, for these same authors, interdisciplinarity entails concrete difficulties hindering

the advancement of the TEL research: … multiplicity also brings challenges, such as a lack

of a shared coherent discourse, tensions and power struggles between the different subject

domains and a lack of perceived rigour and credibility (op.cit, p.10).

We might expect that digital scholarship, as topic at the crossover of information sci-

ence, computer science, educational technologies, sociological and anthropological

studies will introduce similar challenges that need to be explored to put the basis of

solid interdisciplinary collaboration, and the need to elaborate concrete bases for fac-

ulty development on digital scholarship could support this endeavour.

The issue of methodological approaches within the research on digital scholarship is

intertwined with this last assumption. As we observed here, most studies are based on

observational research. To understand faculty development on digital scholarship, there

is need instead of developing frameworks to be tested, going beyond descriptions/

observations to take actions and analyse impacts, as it would be the case of design-based

research studies on researchers’ training on digital scholarship (Raffaghelli, Valla,

Cucchiara, Giglio, & Persico, 2014). In fact, the topic of the professional development of

researchers’ skills to become digital scholars is frequently missed in the research on digital

scholarship, showing that the design, development and test of models and strategies is still

far. Last, but not least, the vision of expertise and its connected values put the bases to

recognize professional learning and career advancement. To this regard, the research

should also consider that organizational change (i.e., introducing open science and

networked scholarship) may be based on professional development. However, it is

necessary to go beyond traditional, on-site training, towards the creation of flexible

approaches, with professional learning environments that adopt advanced technologies

like recommendation systems endowing participants to develop professional skills

(Manganello, Falsetti, Spalazzi, & Leo, 2013). These different approaches should be further

tested in order to analyse their effectiveness.

To conclude, we would like to consider the sharp synthesis made by Esposito (2013) on

the current state of digital scholarship. As she pointed out, scholars are “traditionally

‘digital’, moderately ‘networked’ and occasionally ‘open’” (2013, n.p.). Therefore, the

combined research on faculty development for digital scholarship, on the basis of a more

cohesive approach to this last, could confirm criticalities and opportunities to design and

test pedagogical approaches for the frontiers of digital scholarship.
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Endnote
1http://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/the-digital-scholar/content-section-overview.
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